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Dressing Up



Text / Hiroshi Ashida

Rin is like power concealed in the tranquil beauty of elegance

Hiroshi Ashida: Born 1978. Ashida quit his Ph.D. research program at the Kyoto University Graduate School. He is now assistant curator at the Kyoto Costume Institute.

More than just a few Japanese words 

are difficult to translate into Western 

languages. Wabi and sabi are well-

known examples, and kawaii is another 

one that has recently gained currency 

in English. Rin may well be another of 

these words. Maybe it’s because of an 

insufficient knowledge of languages apart 

from Japanese on my part, but I have the 

feeling that there is no real equivalent 

for rin in Western languages. It’s difficult 

enough to explain in Japanese, but the 

impression that the word conjures up for 

me personally, is of strength concealed 

behind a beautiful, quiet demeanor. 

Something in short, that seems to have 

a transparent kind of strength. Follow 

this line of thought and it seems that rin 

may have things in common with the 

Western concept of “elegant.” Elegant 

is often used in connection with dress 

and deportment, but let’s think about the 

subject of elegant dress a little more. 

        To begin with, what is elegance? 

It’s linguistic origins are in the Latin 

elegantem (fine); e (out of) and -legant 
(select), meaning to select with care. 

In other words, it is not a simple 

equivalent for yuga—the Japanese word 

corresponding to elegant—but rather 

points to something that is minimal in 

design yet carefully chosen. This closely 

parallels Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s 

idea that perfection is achieved not when 

there is nothing left to add, but when 

there is nothing left to be taken away. 

        Dresses such as the robe à la 

francaise of the Rococo period were 

certainly splendid and beautiful, but you 

do not perceive any sense of elegance 

in them. If you think about it, excess 

is unmistakably one reason for this. 

Enormous amounts of time, money and 

skill were lavished on the extravagant 

embroidery with its abundance of gold 

and silver thread, intricate lace and other 

trimmings. However, the purpose of 

such clothing was largely to symbolize 

status and power, and it is difficult to 

say honestly that it had any refinement. 

The empire style emerged at the end 

of the eighteenth century after rococo, 

and was by contrast a style with a 

simple silhouette and no excessive 

ornamentation. But when you consider 

aspects of it such as the tendency 

towards over-simplification, and the 

transparency of the clothing which lead 

to more sex appeal than was perhaps 

necessary, it seems clear that it deviated 

from any sense of elegance. 

         Tracing the history of clothing, 

it is possible to see the emergence 

of elegance in the work of Madelaine 

Vionnet at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. Known for inventing the bias 

cut, Vionnet’s clothing was flawless. 

In comparison to other couturiers and 

couturières of the same period, she 

trimmed away all that was unnecessary 

from the garments she made, which 

exuded an air of tranquility. In a later 

generation clothing by Grès gave the 

same impression. However, while each 

of these women had her own individual 

sensibility, you don’t feel the full strength 

of their personalities in the garments 

they made. Probably because they 

made clothes in accordance with existing 

socially accepted idea of dress at the time.

    Women’s social advancement 

progressed for some time after the war 

and inevitably changes in fashion also 

emerged. In the eighties the likes of Yoji 

Yamamoto and Comme des Garçons 

broke away from the mannish pantsuits 

of Yves Saint Laurent and western-style 

“beautiful fashion” of the seventies, to 

present styles that went beyond existing 

notions of women’s clothing as dresses. 

These styles, which made a difference 

to the way women defined themselves, 

projected an easily comprehensible 

visual strength, that also appeared as 

a kind of swaggering pose. But from 

the nineties onwards unisex styles 

became widespread, and rather than 

women’s fashions incorporating more 

male sexuality, things went in a neutral 

direction. That’s when you could say 

that more relaxed fashions with a supple 

strength, came on the scene. But with 

brands like COSMIC WONDER, for 

example, with its insistence on organic 

materials, and designing not just clothes 

but living spacing and environment as 

well, or ASEEDONCLOUD, which spins 

stories through its clothes and tends to 

come across as a brand with natural, 

light touch, the designers’ ideas and 

concepts are integrated into the brand’s 

garments, so that you have a sense 

of a firm will behind them. It’s not an 

ostentatious strength that you find in 

these, but a quiet, inner strength which 

could, quite appropriately, be called rin. 

“Before everything else I’m a human 

being” (A Doll’s House, Henrik Ibsen)

The Language of Dressing Up



Accoutrements

Silk Dress

Nocturne #22 in C Sharp Minor, Op. Posth.

A new brand from Michiko Suzuki, 

formerly designer with Y’s Red 

Label,. The wearer cuts an even 

more beautiful figure as the front 

section sways in synch with her 

movements.

47,250 yen

Nocturne #22 in C Sharp Minor, 

Op. Posth. (RE.BIRTH information 

desk)

Belt

Amboise

Gently swaying blue feathers 

bring out elegant aspects of the 

wearer’s carriage.

31,500 yen

Amboise (United Arrows, Harajuku 

for Women))

Shawl 

Hiroko Hayashi

Carrying around these beautifully matched 

leather accessories with functional and 

textured embossed designs, will make you 

want to smarten up your deportment.

Clutch bag 48,300 yen

Long purse 30,450 yen

Card case 11,550 yen

Hiroko Hayashi (Hiroko Hayashi)

Shawl 

Miyao 

A designer with experience at Comme 

des Garçons, Miyao starting out in the 

Spring/Summer 2011 collections. 

From the black lace you can sense 

delicacy, and from the wool a 

contrasting lightweight strength.

13,125 yen Miyao (Miyao)

Watch 

Citizen 

Simple designs go well with 

any clothing and add a classy 

touch. Wear the watch like an 

accessory. 

Silver/ Black each 26,250 yen

Kii (Citizen Watch Co.)

Choker 

YOSHiKO CREATiON

The shape of a necklace blown 

by the wind is captured in this 

choker. Its lightness of form is 

exquisite. 

Silver/ Black each 17,325yen

YOSHiKO CREATiON (RE.BIRTH 

information desk)

Pins 

JAM HOME MADE and ready made

The safety pin, once a symbol of punk 

fashion, is the motif here in a simple 

silver accessory. Wear it to show an 

unwavering attitude.

L 52,500 yen/ M 31,500 yen/ 

S 15,750 yen

JAM HOME MADE 

(JAM HOME MADE)

Shirt 

Akira Naka 

The beautiful flowing line of 

the drape that extends from the 

shoulder along the side, combined 

with the linear shape of the shirt 

suggests a light, yet strong beauty.

36,750 yen

Akira Naka (Esteem Press)
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Glasses

alain mikli

The narrow-framed classy design 

gives a clear field of vision and an 

intellectual look. 

Titanium frame (left) 79,800 yen

Titanium frame (center) 79,800 yen

Metal frame (right) 35,700 yen

alain mikli (mikli japon)

Jacket

John Lawrence Sullivan

The dark-colored print graphically 

expresses the texture of knit 

tweed. Simply wearing an elegant 

jacket makes one straighten up. 

66,150 yen

John Lawrence Sullivan (John 

Lawrence Sullivan)

Panama Hat

Borsalino

A stark white hat with an air of 

distinction handmade by craftsmen. 

Look and feel elegant simply by 

putting it on. 

44,100 yen Borsalino (test,)

Shoes

Tricker’s

Beauty for the feet with pure white 

leather shoes. Wear these fine articles 

from an old established maker and 

your step will naturally become 

dignified. 

58,800 yen

Tricker's (Trading Post Shibuya Shop)

Basket 

United Arrows 

A basket to tote around casually as an 

eco-bag. The black coloring and tassels bring 

elegance to even an informal outing. 

L 2,520 yen / M 2,310 yen / S 2,205 yen

United Arrows (United Arrows, Harajuku for 

Women)

Nagagi

matohu

The traditional Japanese nagagi 

(long kimono) reworked in Western-

style is a trademark item by 

matohu. With its simple straight 

lines, the kimono-like design 

confers a dignified mien on the 

wearer. 

115,500 yen matohu (Lews Ten)

Tank Top

Thom Browne

This white tank top projects a 

clean image. The linear Henley 

neck in the wide open neckline 

gives it that extra something.

15,750 yen

Thom Browne (Loveless)

Delicate yet Strong.

Light and Composed.

Photography/ Satoru Naito, Takemi Yabuki (Femme)  

Text/ Dai Furusawa
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Mask 60,900 yen mame (Maiko Kurogochi Design Office)

Necklace: In a design suggestive of an ancient gladiator’s breastplate, this necklace 

made of transparent acrylic conveys an impression of lightness and sophistication. 

Care has been paid that the attachable parts made of flexible materials, are 

comfortable to wear. 

53,550 yen  mame (Maiko Kurogouchi Design Office)

Lace Dress: A striking dress made of exquisite dainty lace in deep midnight blue. 

The cascade of chiffon sways elegantly as you move.

86,100 yen  mame (Maiko Kurogochi Design Office)

Bangle: The design looks as if it could be ethnically inspired, or part of the costume 

for an anime heroine. Because of the transparent material the effect is not too hard, 

and this bangle could be worn in a pop or modish. 

22,050 yen  mame (Maiko Kurogochi Design Office)

Lace Blouse: Lace on the blouse like milky-white mist, captures the eye. With 

sportive elements concealed in the cutting of the back and motif around the chest, it 

can be coordinated into a wide range of styles. 

57,750 yen  mame (Maiko Kurogochi Design Office)

Photography/ Satoru Naito (p. 4), Takemi Yabuki (Femme) (p. 5)  Text/ Kyoko Ozawa

The eccentrically-named mame brand 

debuted in the spring/ summer collection 

of 2011 and is an up-and coming 

presence on the fashion scene. The 

brand concept is the combat uniform for 

women in modern society. The kind of 

thing that might make you think of suits 

with power-shoulders. In contrast to the 

textures that provide camouflage in the 

giant metropolis and type of designs 

generally regarded as being for ‘fighting 

women`—neutral colors to blend in with 

concrete and straight-line silhouettes to 

replicate the shape of high-rise buildings

— mame’s clothing is delicate, with 

ornamental detail. Minimal yet elaborately 

calculated patterns, lace delineated in 

complicated and gorgeous designs, plastic 

accessories incorporating methods from 

leathercraft, and the masks… if anything, 

these evoke the accomplishment and 

sophistication attained by diligent hand-

working in traditional arts and crafts.

        Formerly, aspirations to be a ‘strong 

woman’—at least in Japan— went hand 

in hand with soaring economic expansion. 

Of course not everyone became a 

career woman, but it was a period 

when women aspired to be ‘strong’ 

and even if they weren’t, they could at 

least look the part by dressing in the 

fashions. Eventually with the slump in the 

economy and accompanying insecurity 

in employment, the tides of feminism 

ceased to become good news for the 

majority of ‘ordinary’ women. Whether 

it was as a reflection of these social 

conditions, or a simple reaction against 

the minimalist and conceptualist modes 

of the nineties, whichever the case, in the 

2000s feminine, and even more girlish 

fashions, became popular in the form of 

intersecting “tribes.”

       “Girly culture”—as this trend was 

called—along with the emergence of 

a cultured class “young girl” trend, 

continues as a type of underground 

subculture. However the “girly” culture of 

the 2000s had a stronger introspective, 

conservative and self-protective nature 

to it. The espousal of motekawa—a new 

fashion ideal backed by the so-called 

akamojikei fashion magazines aimed at 

young women—which dispensed with 

the notion of women dressing to please 

themselves and instead bluntly embraced 

the notion of dressing to attract men; the 

Lolita fashion that played out a more old-

fashioned girlishness and “princess”

-style while maintaining the nature of a 

counterculture; and the aomojikei‘s line 

on the yurufuwa (fluffy, buoyant) style, 

were uniformly incompatible with the 

“combat woman” image of the 80s and 

90s. Actually, it is also a fact that such 

trends are now fast becoming clichéd 

amongst teens, at least in the area of 

fashion. 

       The image of the “combat woman” 

that mame presents is not, however, 

simply a regression to earlier generations. 

Designer Maiko Kurogouchi worked 

at the Miyake Design Studio, and has 

background experience with the A-POC 

(a piece of cloth) design concept, and 

collection planning and design. Working 

in cooperation with the network of artisans 

she made connections with during that 

time plays a large part in underpinning 

the delicateness that she has perfected 

which is imbued with her own style. She 

dares to use artificial materials such as 

plastic and chemical fibres in traditional 

designs. She blends classical and folk 

designs with a futuristic texture, and 

in doing so produces a mysteriously 

sophisticated and distinctive world. With 

its delicacy of detail, refusal to hide or 

distort the lines of the body, design that 

traces inherent beauty, and a respect for 

the classical coexisting with a futuristic 

consciousness, mame’s collection hints 

at the awe-inspiring qualities of women 

living in a new age, one in which their light 

graceful strength bears no relation to the 

thorns and poison aimed at others, and 

combines mutually contradictory elements 

with an all-encompassing flexibility.

Kyoko Ozawa: Born in 1976 in Gunma prefecture. Ozawa passed the coursework section for the University of Tokyo Graduate School doctoral course then withdrew. 

She is a specially appointed researcher at the University of Tokyo Center for Philosophy. 

Fun Dressing Up  
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Kaori Mochizuki (model/ Omotesando)

Hat (display item only) 

paille d’or by Barairo no boushi

The days when hats were a 

must are a thing of the past. 

But a capeline will still endow 

women with grace in any time. 

    

Dressed-up People

The solid strength,
At the core of beautiful deportment.

A lightness as heavy as this.
Photography/ Takemi Yabuki (Femme) (p. 6, 8, 1 0, 12), Maki 

Taguchi (p. 7, 9, 11, 13 )

Hair and make-up/ Tsukushi Ichikawa

Model/ Shohei Yamashita (p. 8, 10), Sayo Akasaka (p. 6, 12)

Text/ Hiroshi Asada

Hat 44,100 yen

Stephen Jones / test,

Dress 115,500 yen

Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Pierced stud earrings 8,400 yen

YOSHiKO CREATiON / 

RE.BIRTH information desk
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2 BOY (DJ / Harajuku)

Coat 72,450 yen 

Molfic / Esteem Press

Coat (display item only)

araisara / Esteem Press 

Corset (display item only)

araisara / Esteem Press

Hakama (display item only)

araisara /Esteem Press

Ring 23,100 yen

YOSHiKO CREATiON / 

RE.BIRTH information desk

Ring 21,000 yen

YOSHiKO CREATiON / 

RE.BIRTH information desk

Earrings (privately owned)

A coat is the outmost layer of clothing, 

it becomes the body’s surface. 

It’s power lies in the ability to change 

our image with just one layer. 
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Hiroshi Ito (shop attendant/ Shibuya)

Shirt (display item only)

Luciole_jean pierre / XANADU

Shirt 35,700 yen

Yohji Yamamoto / 

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Vest (display item only) Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Suspenders 12,600 yen 

Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Pants 56,700 yen 

Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Choker 39,900 yen

YOSHiKO CREATiON / 

RE.BIRTH information desk

Because of its simplicity the white 

shirt can be influenced greatly by the 

combination with other items. Maximal 

contrast with black pants paradoxically 

produces the best balance. 
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Rei Shito (fashion blogger/ Aoyama)

Sunglasses 25,900 yen

Ray Ban / Reminence Tokyo

Blocking the eyeline with sunglasses

 neutralizes emotion. A hard expression

 shows neither, anger, happiness nor sadness. 

Cut and sew 31,500 yen 

Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Pleated skirt 89,250 yen

Yohji Yamamoto /

Yohji Yamamoto information desk

Sunglasses 43,050 yen 

Linda Farrow / test, 

Rings each 23,100 yen 

YOSHiKO CREATiON / 

RE.BIRTH information desk




